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Mitochondrial testing with AONM/MMD
1.

Brief introduction to the mitochondria

2.

ATP Profile: Total ATP, Mitochondrial ATP, Glycolytic ATP,
Reserve Capacity

3.

Mitochondrial Health Index:
Basal respiration rate, mitochondrial ATP turnover,
proton leak, maximum respiration rate, reserve capacity,
non-mitochondrial rate, calculation of the overall
Mitochondrial Health Index

4. Supplementary biomarkers (next time!):
Ratio of mtDNA to nDNA (mtDNA:nDNA)
PGC-1α
Nrf-2
Mitochondrial 4977 deletion mutant (mt4977del)
Lactate/pyruvate ratio
Phase 2:
Number of mitochondria
Intact mitochondria versus Non-intact mitochondria
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Our mitochondria are the powerhouses of our cells ...

Source: The Keith R. Porter Collection, Center for Biological Science Archives, University of Maryland, Baltimore Country, with
permission
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... sometimes hundreds in one cell, sometimes thousands or
even millions ...
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Structure of a mitochondrion
Mitos = thread | Chondros = grain/seed
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The electron
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Matrix
many thousands in
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The cristae allow efficient use of space

Source: http://www.exatest.com/MITOCHONDRIA%20SEMINAR/Mitochondria%20Seminar%20%20P1-1%20INTRO.htm
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Perfect symbiosis: anaerobic and aerobic respiration
combined

Source: The MitoBiome Concept, https://www.tisso.de/Veranstaltung/live-stream-seminar-mitobiom-concept-module-i/?instance_id=361;
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http://rkutchjm.files.wordpress.com/2012/12/mitochondria.jpg

What are our mitochondria responsible for?

Examples

High-intensity energy
metabolism and nutrient sensing
• Heme synthesis
• Progesterone and thus all our
downstream steroids
• Primary source of single-carbon
groups (methylation) for the folate
pathway
• Specific phospholipids
(PE, PG, PA) and cardiolipin

Sources: Ajioka, RS et al, The Biosynthesis of Heme in Mammals. Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1763 (2006) 723–736; Kuklinski, B.
Cryptopyrroluria, nitrosative stress and mitochondrial disease; Black, SM, et al, The mitochondrial environment is required for activity of the
cholesterol side-chain cleavage enzyme, cytochrome P450scc, Proc Natl Acad Sci USA, 1994; Synthesis of Steroid Hormones
web.calstatela.edu/faculty/mchen/439Lectures/439Ensteroids4.ppt; Deth RC. 2003. Molecular Origins of Human Attention: the Dopamine8
Folate Connection. Springer Science + Business Media, New York
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MMD - Magdeburg Molecular Detections

MMD, Magdeburg Molecular Detections,
specialises in mitochondrial testing. The ATP
Profile measures ATP capacity via a
chemiluminescent (light) reaction using a
Luciferin/Luciferase reagent. MMD is also a
pioneer in the use of the Seahorse XF. Seahorse
Biosciences has developed a unique
extracellular flux analyser that is able to
measure multiple parameters in the cell and
mitochondria with huge precision. They use a
microplate-based system with unprecedented
throughput to make these measurements very
sensitively, with extremely rapid kinetics. This
technology has come to be considered the gold
standard for measuring mitochondrial function
in cellular systems. Since its introduction in
2006, Seahorse XF technology has been used in
over 7,400 peer-reviewed publications.
14.04.2022
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ATP Profile
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Total ATP

Total ATP
This is the quantity of ATP that the cells produce at rest via both
mitochondrial and non-mitochondrial pathways. Total ATP is all the adenosine
triphosphate (our cells’ energy currency) available to the cell. This makes it
possible to assess the relative performance of mitochondrial respiration
(mitochondrial ATP capacity) versus anaerobic glycolysis (glycolytic ATP
capacity).

14.04.2022
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Mitochondrial and glycolytic ATP capacity

Mitochondrial ATP capacity measures the capacity to synthesise adenosine triphosphate (ATP) in the
patient’s mitochondria in a defined basal state. This is calculated by determining the absolute ATP
production that is inhibited by addition of the ATP synthase inhibitor oligomycin (see figure above).

ATP can also be produced in the cytosol, outside the mitochondria (though still inside the cell). This
parameter measures the glycolytic capacity for ATP production: the maximum quantity of ATP that the
cells are able to produce at rest via non-mitochondrial pathways, i.e. anaerobic glycolysis. This makes it
possible to assess the relative performance of anaerobic glycolysis versus mitochondrial respiration. It
is important to have a high glycolytic capacity in the cells so that sufficient precursors for the Krebs
Cycle can be made to then be cycled into the ETC, and also so that the cytosolic production of ATP
(glycolysis) can be upregulated if needed, when immune cells need to address pathogens, etc.
14.04.2022
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Reserve ATP capacity

ATP synthesis is generally presumed to be coupled almost entirely to two metabolic
processes: oxidative phosphorylation and glycolysis. There is however another
essential metabolic process that interconverts the three adenine nucleotides (ATP,
ADP and AMP) using adenylate kinase according to metabolic needs. Adenylate
kinase catalyses a reversible reaction: 2 ADP > ATP + AMP. This is a vital factor in
regulating the energy charge in cells, providing an open system able to accept, store
and supply energy to cells as needed. The marker “Reserve ATP capacity” indicates
how dynamically the cell is able to perform this catalytic interconversion.
Here, the reserve ATP capacity is 13 %/ 0.10 fmol/ cell. The patient's result is in the
very low range. The optimal would be between 0.6 to 0.9 fmol/cell.
13 % means that the cell is unable to perform dynamic catalytic interconversion
between the three adenine nucleotides (ATP, ADP and AMP) according to metabolic
needs.
14.04.2022
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Mitochondrial Health Index
The Mitochondrial Health Index (MHI) is an index composed of all the parameters below, based on
the science developed at the University of Alabama that went into the evolution of this metric and
the Seahorse XF measurements. It can be used to measure improvement in mitochondrial function,
and to help identify where the block to optimal functioning might lie.

Basal respiration rate
Mitochondrial ATP turnover
Proton leak
Max. respiration rate
Reserve capacity
Non-mitochondrial respiration rate
Calculation of the overall MHI

Source: Source: Chacko BK, Kramer PA, Ravi S, Benavides GA, Mitchell T, Dranka BP, Ferrick D, Singal AK, Ballinger SW, Bailey SM, Hardy RW,
Zhang J, Zhi D, Darley-Usmar VM. The Bioenergetic Health Index: a new concept in mitochondrial translational research. Clin Sci (Lond). 2014
14.04.2022
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MHI: Key markers
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Mitochondrial Health Index: top page
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Overall MHI, derived from the multiple parameters
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Summary relating to mitochondrial dysfunction:
selected markers

• Upregulated ROS in
the cell
• Compromised
electron transport
chain
• Limited no. of intact
mitochondria
• Insufficient ATP on
demand
• Signs of active
inflammation/
possible autoimmune
disease
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Photon leak/coupling efficiency
During oxidative phosphorylation,
the electrons removed from
biological fuels such as glucose and
fatty acids go through a series of
electron carriers located in the
intermitochondrial membrane
(IMM), widely known as
mitochondrial electron transport
chain (ETC). Ultimately these
electrons reduce molecular oxygen
and energy (ATP – adenosine
triphosphate) is generated.

Electron leak refers to the exit of
electrons from the ETC before they
get reduced to water at Complex
IV, and is the major causative
factor for the production of
mitochondrial superoxide
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Non-mitochondrial respiration

Extremely high nonmitochondrial respiration
as a share of total
respiration
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Maximum possible oxygen consumption rate

Maximum possible
oxygen consumption rate
extremely low
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Comparison of various tests

Maximum possible
oxygen consumption rate
has doubled; many
markers are showing
improvement
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Many videos about the Seahorse technology available, and
over 7,400 studies* for which the Seahorse has been used

Videos are at the bottom of this page:
https://aonm.org/mitochondrial-testing/

* https://www.agilent.com/search/?N=4294836537
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Mitochondrial testing with AONM/MMD

Supplementary biomarkers (next time!):

Already available:
Ratio of mtDNA to nDNA (mtDNA:nDNA)
PGC-1α
Nrf-2
Mitochondrial 4977 deletion mutant (mt4977del)
Lactate/pyruvate ratio
Phase 2:
Number of mitochondria
Intact mitochondria versus Non-intact mitochondria
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Thanks very much for your attention!
mitochondria@aonm.org
Copyright AONM, All rights reserved
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